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Recently anonymous emails were sent to some Victorian Liberal Party
members. (I was not on the mailing list so I cannot comment on them).
Suffice to say, Robert Clark the President of the Victorian Liberal party
has responded to party members regarding the bogus emails. My
response is: Well, well, surprise, surprise. What a turn up for the books. At
least this time I cannot be blamed. Find the bastard was who is doing it. I
am fed up with being the scapegoat.
Victorian Liberals need to unite behind a leader that will create an environment that welcomes all. Not seek to
discriminate, eradicate, castigate and investigate those who seek a path to winning government. Politics is all
about unity and working together. We are not animals or political cannibals preying on each other.
Despite my physical absence and thought provoking ENews letters, the Liberal party in Victoria appears to be
absent and not appealing to the public. Stop the infighting, work together for the common good for as we all
know, the Liberal party is a broad church and room for all. Otherwise their probably would not have been any
Ian Quick emails nor a response by ENews letters.
A leader worth his salt will steer the Victorian ship to a safe port, implement safe conduct to all, amnesty to
those creating mischief and create alternative policies that appeal to the public. The public do not want an ear
bashing of who is right or wrong, nor to see, hear and read of malicious attacks, rumours and innuendos.
Those responsible for Michael O’Brien’s online social media should step back and reflect on what they are
trying to achieve. The wording and messages are reasonable and fine in most cases but the images of Michael
O’Brien are appalling and not appealing to the general public. Why has no one the balls to advise those
responsible? Give him a warmer look and not the angry Australian that he appears on screen. But then again,
what do I know; I am merely just a freelance journalist.
On the Federal scene, Australia has enough issues on its plate at the moment and whether you like the Prime
Minister or not, Scott Morrison and his team are doing a magnificent job. Victorians need and want an
alternative government to that of Daniel Andrew's and his corruptive crew and practices. Don’t use old slogans
or North American political strategies for they don’t work in Australia.
We either get behind the leader or sit back and watch each destroy one another. Take care and look after
yourselves. I may be stranded for health and now pandemic reasons but I miss you bastards and lonely for
home - Australia. Regards from Greece.
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